
CVAR Group 1 Rules Accommodation Proposal 
 

Background: 

 

CVAR’s car eligibility and preparation rules, and most US vintage racing organizations, are based on the original 

period sanctioning rules.  For CVAR group 1, these include the original SCCA General Competition Rules (GCR) plus 

the appropriate (Production Car Specifications) PCS or FIA Appendix J and homologation papers (Sedan Rules).  

CVAR allows some exceptions and clarifications to those rules in order to accommodate the realities of racing 50-

year-old cars.  As the environment and those realities evolve the exceptions are reviewed.  CVAR’s list of exceptions 

was updated in 2009 and again in 2011. CVAR’s exceptions are our attempt to deal with the ongoing current 

realities of racing vintage cars.   

 
CVAR ‘s current mission statement,  

““““Promote racing authentically prepared vintage race cars.”””” 

CVAR uses period rule packages with the above-mentioned accommodations that helps naturally promote the 

following:  

  

 Cost containment: Prevent arms races and disparity between cars within each class.  

 Rules standardization:  Encouraged members of other clubs to run Corinthian events. Allow our members to run 

with other clubs. 

 VMC compliance:  VMC works towards uniform preparation standards. CVAR has and will continue to support 

those activities. 

 

 

In order to achieve these goals, we believe our rules (exceptions and clarifications) must be appropriate to our current 

environment, enforceable and enforced.  

 

We will continue to use the period rule packages as the foundation moving 

forward. 
 

 

Current Situation: 

 

Group 1 is currently experiencing a significant level of performance variation within its individual race classes.  

Car preparation within the classes is not consistent and often not compliant with current rules. There are 

several contributory factors. 

 

1. As old parts fail, the intention to rebuild with more reliable parts often leads to reduced compliance and 

improved performance. 

2. Parts availability. Even if the intention is to build with original parts, long gone are the days when the 

local salvage yards have an abundance of OEM parts available.  Furthermore, the machine work cost often 

exceeds that of new, more reliable parts. 

3. Due to the cost of campaigning a Group 1car, CVAR Group 1 members have a disproportionate tendency to 

participate in large national events at major tracks.  These members typically find themselves handicapped 

at these events due to differences in car prep rules.  This has lead to members building, maintaining, and 

swapping out CVAR spec engines and components with more universally accepted versions when 

participating in non-CVAR sanctioned events.  This is in direct contradiction with the stated purpose of the 

CVAR rules.  While this is done primarily for performance reasons, reliability also significantly increases. 

4. The differences in reliability and parts availability eventually lead to members bringing their non-

compliant cars to CVAR events or skipping CVAR events altogether.  

5. Oversight. CVAR is a volunteer organization. As such, it is difficult to summon the time required of 

volunteers to oversee compliance. Additionally, compliance issues often occur internally where oversight is 

difficult to monitor. 
 



 

 

 

Objective: 

 

The objective of this proposal is to create options for members to choose a path that best fits their interests. It will 

establish Car Preparation Rules that reward authentically prepared vintage racecars and accommodate well-

intentioned members who wish to campaign Group 1 cars at CVAR, and allow for a more consistent and governable 

level of car preparation.   

 

 

Proposal:   

 

Recognition / Accommodation / Enforcement 

 

Recognition- Heritage Status 
 

Recognize the cars within Group 1 that are authentically prepared.  These cars exemplify the heritage from which 

we originated. 'The Cars are the Stars' are embodied by those that have resisted the temptation of more modern 

components in the interest of strict adherence to the original (’62-’72) GCR car preparation rules.  This may also 

include cars that have period history that is most important to retain. These cars will be recognized as “Heritage 

Status”. There will be different levels of Heritage Status that will be the owners choosing. At the Diamond level, we 

are working with other clubs to make CVAR cars eligible to premier events and invite others to our races: 

 

1. Those conforming to original (’62-'72) GCR may apply for Heritage Status.  The Authenticity Chairman 

intends to create a group that will evaluate applications.   Applications will be judged by, but not limited to: 

a. Actual historic race history. 

b. Exceptional adherence to original (’62-’72) GCR car preparation rules. 

c. Authentic Car Presentation (Aesthetics). 

2. Cars achieving Heritage Status will be presented with a CVAR dash plaque as well as (TBD) decal in order to 

easily recognize these vehicles on track. 

3. Heritage Status cars will be identified as such on time sheets 

4. A different Heritage Status Car will be selected at each event to be featured in the CVAR newsletter and, 

when possible, national publications such as Victory Lane as part of event race coverage. 

5. A separate points category will be established in order to award Heritage Status cars their individual 

Season Champion.   

 

Heritage Status Levels 

 
1. Any car using period Mechanical drive line parts (heads, cam, trans, brakes) will automatically qualify for 

Heritage Status race classification on track. 

2. Emerald Status- Period correct interior and exterior appearance and presentation at a high level. Cars will 

have exterior designation as well as special logbook designation. 

3. Diamond Status -Period Correct, all parts are as they were in period. Cars will have exterior designation as 

well as special logbook designation. CVAR is negotiating reciprocation with other clubs for elite classification- 

i.e. (SVRA Gold Medallion) This would allow entry to any elite event nationwide. 

4. Period History- This will be an additional “Wreath” designation for verifiable “in period” race history.  

 

 

 

 

 



Accommodation 
 

In order to accommodate better reliability, parts availability and the ability of members to “run with other clubs 

without having to re-engineer their cars,” Group 1 classes A-Production, B-Production and A-Sedan/Trans-Am will 

adopt the updated exceptions and clarifications contained in Exhibit A.   

This rule package is still based on the original (’62-’72) GCR car preparation rules. 

 It is intentionally consistent with other Vintage clubs across the nation. 

 

Enforcement 

 

Rules adherence and creep are not obstacles unique to CVAR.  All vintage racing organizations have faced the 

same dilemma.  CVAR, like the other organizations, has limited time and manpower to oversee car preparation.  

Rules should focus on elements that are manageable in oversight. For example, engine internals including 

valvetrain components are deemed too time consuming to monitor and therefore opened to modification.  

 

Engine displacement is critical and can be reasonably monitored through random pumping of individual engines.  

It therefore remains a strict restriction.  Likewise, wheels, tires, brakes and weight can and will be monitored. 

 

In order to establish individual car preparation levels, the existing Technical Declaration Form will be updated as 

shown in Exhibit B and must be completed with each CVAR Annual Technical Inspection. This form will be filled 

out by the car owner and serve as his/her declaration of current car preparation. Any modification to the car will 

require a subsequent form.  Providing untruthful information on the car declaration form will be grounds for 

forfeiting the current entry fee (i.e. put on the trailer). 

 

Any car deemed NOT compliant will be required to submit a declaration of intent to the Authenticity Chairman. 

This declaration will describe how the car owner intends to bring his car into compliance. A reasonable timeline 

will be established by the Authenticity Director and/or Group Technical Directors and car owner. Failure to meet 

the agreed upon timeline may result in omission from Group 1 grid and car will be designated Non-Conforming. 

 

Both Heritage and Class car owners should expect a higher degree of scrutiny. Heritage cars will be expected to 

demonstrate car history and/or preparation. Class car owners, while not subject to the level of scrutiny of Heritage 

cars, can expect zero tolerance with regards to any preparation beyond that specifically approved 

 

Conclusion. 

 

While a higher level of car preparation will be availed to most, strict adherence will be closely monitored. Tools 

will be in place to assist all Group 1 car owner/drivers to become fully compliant in their respective chosen 

classification. Omission or outright falsification of car preparation may result in instant revocation of CVAR 

privileges. 

 

While there could be a performance difference, both Heritage and Class cars are following Vintage rule packages 

and should share the same run Group nicely on track. 

 

 


